Project & Software Configuration Management - Bug #49

Git with SSH Keys

03/03/2014 08:59 AM - John Quan

Status: Closed
Priority: Low
Assignee: John Quan

Description
I've had a few requests for enabling SSH key usage to interact with users' repositories (okay, maybe 3 people). Perhaps I can make it so that the public key is kept in the user's git repo so that the user can upload new public keys or replace it, if necessary. Better still, I could create a new user upon registration authorization that has no privileges except to rw .ssh/public_key

History

#1 - 05/14/2015 12:39 PM - John Quan
  - Status changed from New to Closed
  - % Done changed from 0 to 100
  - Estimated time changed from 8.00 to 168.00

I solved this with the redmine_git_hosting_plugin and my apache setup. Now, users can add one or more SSH keys for authentication, and all transactions are done using the website's certificates.